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MR. ARTHUR GREENWOOD AND INDIA

The following is the text of a "broadcast to "be given in

the B.B.C. North America service at 0100 B.S.T. tomorrow morning

"by Mr. Arthur Greenwood, M.P. entitled "The British Labour

Party and the Indian situation": -

I speak to you about India today - and tomorrow, when the spectre of war has

been laid. India’s future is of groat concern to Britain, to all the United

Nations and, indeed, to the world. - Japan would no doubt like to dig her talons

into the living body of India, China who has so valiantly fought Japan for nearly
five years, watchcs anxiously the Indian scone.

The British Labour Movement, for which I has given considerable thought
to the future of the Indian peoples. During those grave days, when the tide of war

may engulf the great sub-continent of India, we have given our minds to the realities

of this tragic situation. I will presently explain our conclusions.

I wish first, however, to refer to British Labour’s past attitude in order that,
our Indian friends and other friends overseas may appreciate the lino we have

consistently taken. I will not go far into the past. But in 1933 its Annual

Conference, the British Labour Party unanimously reaffirmed the policy of self-

determination and self-government for India, accepted at previous Party Conferences,
and declared that the Party would "continue to do its utmost to promote the work

of constitution making on a basis of equality with, and in consultation and

conference with, all sections of the Indian people, until the Indian peoples enjoy
a form of Government in harmony with their national aspirations."

Two years later our Annual Conference endorsed that policy.

I mention those facts to indicate where Labour stood - and still stands - on

the Indian issue, and also to make it clear that we do not think that a solution

of the problcm can be imposed from without. It must be sought by the Indian peoples

themselves. We do not contemplate a satisfactory solution arising either from

outside intervention, or from the imposition of a policy by one section of the

Indian peoples on the others*

Shortly after the present war broke out, Mr. Attlee and I, as the Leaders of

the Labour Party, on October 20, 1939? issued a joint statement that:-

”While conscious of the practical difficulties which the problem of

India presents, the Labour Party has always pressed that at the earliest

possible time Indian aspirations for self-government should be met"
,

and

furthermore "to seal the common bond ’which unites our two peoples, the

Indian people are entitled now to the opportunity for full and

responsible co-operation with the Government of India, so that their

valued contribution to the common cause can be made generously, and ’with

the knowledge that the downfall of dictatorship in Europe wall herald

the day of India’s freedom",

In January of this year tho British Labour Party made further practical

proposals. It recommended;

"That H.M. Government should undertake to give effect to the principle

of Indian self-government in the letter and in the spirit within throe

years of tho attainment of an armistice with tho Axis Powers;

/"That
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" That a representative should be sent out to India without delay to negotiate
with Indian leaders a modus vivendi for its attainment;

"That the desire of the British Government for a unified system of Indian
Government should be emphasised;

"That the representative should be empowered to emphasise the importance
attached by H.M. Government to the full co-operation of all Parties in India in
the War effort, and

"That, with a view to this, he should ask for the resumption of office by the
elected Governments in the Provinces without delay,"

Six weeks later (on March 11) Mr, Churchill announced that Sir Stafford Cripps
was about to leave on a mission to India and less than three weeks afterwards the
British Government's draft Declaration embodying the conclusions of the British War
•Cabinet was published.

I do not propose' to enter into a discussion of the details of the proposals
then made. Unfortunately, they broke down* Yet let this be said for them* They
went much further than any British Government had over gone. The very fact of the

unprovoked attack of Hitler, then of Mussolini, and last of the Japanese Higher Command,
on the spirit of freedom everywhere, created a response in support of those peoples,
who in the years behind us, had striven unsuccessfully for their liberation.

On May 19 I frankly admitted in the British House of Commons that our

Government had made "a firm offer of self-government to India", I said that in the

light of the whole strategical situation which faced both India and the United Nations

it was more urgent and imperative than ever "to forge the links of real understanding
between us and India so as to maximise our fighting powers in that theatre of war and

in that part of the world", I appealed to the British Government to make a final

effort to reach a settlement and I wound up with these words: "If my voice can be

heard in India, I would ask the Indians to show true unity among themselves; -

difficult to achieve, but vital in the war into which they may be directly plunged".

Shortly afterwards the British Labour Party held its Annual Conference, and

on behalf of the National Executive Committee I moved this resolution:

"This Conference expresses its profound sympathy with the peoples of India

in the dangers now threatening them from the Japanese aggressors* It hopes and

believes that India will successfully resist any attack. It reaffirms its

considered view as to the right of the Indian peoples to decide their own

destiny now explicitly recognised by the. British Government and Parliament, It

deeply regrets that the British Government's proposals did not lead to a

settlement acceptable to the political representatives of the Indian Communities•

"In view of the grave situation which now confronts India the Conference calls

upon the British Government and the peoples of India to make a further effort

to reach a rapid and satisfactory settlement."

To our appeals there has been no general response. There are Indian

influences which would be glad to talk again. But from other powerful leaders has

come little encouragement, I grieve to say that the most unfortunate statements have

been made in Indian It is painful for me to say it, but Mahatma Gandhi appears to be

utterly oblivious of the urgency and gravity of the world situation, With great

respect to him, I must say that be has shirked the major issues.

/The world
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The world does not expect that President Roosevelt’s "Four Freedoms" and the

wide-flung declarations contained in the Atlantic Charter can be implemented until

we begin to reap the fruits of victory. China, away in the Far East - the first

combatant to face the latest adherent to the Axis - loses everything* unless the

United Nations destroy the enemies of freedom. There can, indeed, be no future

even for non-belligerents apart from victory for the Allies,

Yet Gandhi demands that Britain should withdraw from India, though' he cannot

assure the world that India could defend herself with success against Japanese

attack, and hurl the enemy back over her borders. But Britain and the U.S.A. and

all our Allies are throwing everything into the titanic battle between the growing

spirit of freedom and the spirit which seeks to enslave mankind, including those

who at the time the war broke out wore still struggling towards the light of

liberty.

On July 22 the National Executive of the Labour Party reaffirmed its appeal
to the Indian peoples. Its resolution went on to say that it regarded "with grave

apprehension the possibility of a civil disobedience movement in India and its

effect on the efforts of the United Nations now engaged in a desperate struggle
to preserve and extend world freedom", "Such a movement" hire declared, "the very

contemplation of which is a. proof of political irresponsibility, might imperil
the fate of all freedom-1oving peoples and thereby destroy all hopes of Indian

freedom".

The last meeting of the Indian Congress hold out no now hopes of settlement.

The Government took,'action. The British Labour Party and Trades Union Congress a

few days ago declared, with a full sense of responsibility, .that in the light of

the circumstances "the action of the Government of India in detaining leaders of

Congress was a timely and unavoidable precaution". In view of our earlier state-

ment we could take no other course. We were compelled to regard the attempt to

organise a civil disobedience movement "as certain to injure seriously the hope

of Indian freedom", to embarrass the United Nations and give encouragement and

comfort to the enemy.

British Labour "locks with confidence to the British Government not to

approve any action which would unnecessarily embitter the present troubles". We

go further. We ask the Government to make it clear that on the abandonment of

Civil Disobedience it would be ready to resume free and friendly discussions with
a view to safeguarding and implementing the principles of self-government already

proclaimed by the British Government and endorsed by the British Parliament, and

to securing the wholehearted support of India in the common effort of the United
Nations to win freedom for all.

If a heavy responsibility rests on Britain in the present grave emergency
an equally heavy responsibility lies on the leaders of Indian opinion Can there

not, in the fcace of the common danger, be a firm and honest understanding that the
peoples of India will throw their whole paver behind the war effort on condition
that India’s destiny at the end of hostilities is to be determined by the Indian

peoples?

No British Government can in future seek to escape from, the' decisions already
taken. British Labour pledges itself to use all its power to see that the under-
takings given are fulfilled. The United Nations will stand as trustees for the
freedom of India. Never in human history was', such an offer made to the Indian

peoples with such hopes of fulfilment. I ask that' all who today live for the
ultimate and complete victory of the forces of freedom will use their influence
to secure India’s effective co-operation in mankind’s great, struggle against the -
f orces of evil, on the basis that freedom won for theworld will mean freedom won

for the Indian peoples.

Long live the spirit of freedom. When it is assured, we can then raise our

voices and cry "Long live a free India”, That is my hope. It is the hope of
British Labour, and we shall be true to our word.
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